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$
Ž .We introduce a tensor category O resp. O of certain modules of gl withq y ‘
Ž .nonnegative resp. nonpositive integral central charges with the usual tensor
Ž .product. We also introduce a tensor category O , ( consisting of certain modulesf
Ž .over GL N for all N. We show that the tensor categories O and O are" f
semisimple abelian and all equivalent to each other. We give a formula to
decompose a tensor product of two modules and obtain a reciprocity law in each of
these categories. We also introduce a tensor category O w of certain modules over
W with nonnegative integral central charges. We show that O w is semisimple1q ‘
abelian and give an explicit formula to decompose a tensor product of two modules
in O w. Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
A general important problem in representation theory is to study the
decomposition of a tensor product of two representations of a Lie algebra
g. For example, due to Weyl's complete reducibility theorem, a tensor
product of two finite dimensional representations of a complex simple Lie
algebra g is decomposed into a direct sum of irreducibles.
However when one considers a similar problem in the representation
theory of infinite dimensional Lie algebras, the story is usually much more
complicated. For example, if one decomposes the usual tensor product of
an irreducible integrable representation with a positive integral central
charge with another irreducible integrable representation with another
w xpositive integral central charge of an affine Kac]Moody algebra g K , oneÃ
gets an infinite direct sum of irreducibles with infinite multiplicities. If one
considers a similar question for the negative central charge cases, one
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usually cannot expect to get any reasonable decomposition due to the
failure of complete reducibility.$ $
Lie algebra gl , which throughout this paper will be denoted by gl for‘
brevity, plays an important role in the representation theory of infinite
dimensional Lie algebras, with remarkable relations with solitons, KP
Žequations, affine Kac]Moody algebras, the W algebra, etc. cf., e.g.,1q‘
w x.DJKM, KRa, KR1 . In this paper, we introduce two tensor categories Oq$
and O of representations of gl. The irreducible objects in category Oy q
Ž .resp. O are certain irreducible highest weight representations withy
Ž .nonnegative resp. nonpositive integral central charges. Note that central
charges in each category O are not fixed."
We show that a tensor product of two irreducible modules in category
Ž . Ž .O resp. O decomposes into an infinite direct sum of irreduciblesq y
with FINITE multiplicities. We identify the irreducibles which appear in
such a decomposition and give the multiplicities of these irreducibles in
terms of certain multiplicities of irreducible representations appearing in
the decomposition of certain irreducible finite dimensional representations
of a general linear Lie group when restricted to some semisimple block-di-
agonal subgroup. This is indeed a reciprocity law of branching rules due to
w xthe appearance of the so-called seesaw pairs Ku, H2 .
We then show that the two categories O are semisimple abelian tensor"
categories and are equivalent to each other. In the category O case, anq
important ingredient is a remarkable duality theorem first proved by$
w xFrenkel F1, FKRW among representations of gl with positive integral
Ž .central charge N and those of GL N . In the category O case, a similary
w x Nduality theorem from KR2 is used. We also define O to be the categoryf
Ž .of all possibly infinite dimensional representations whose Jordan]Holder
Ž .series consists of finite dimensional irreducible GL N modules. Denote
by O the category which is a direct sum of categories O N for all N G 0.f f
We introduce a tensor product ( on the category O and then establish anf?
equivalence of tensor categories between O and O .f "
w xIn KR1 , Kac and Radul systematically developed the theory of quasifi-$Ã Ã Žnite representations of D by using connections between D and gl or$ Ã.rather some variations of gl in an ingenious way. Here D is the universal
central extension of Lie algebra of differential operators on the circle,
which is often referred to as W in the literature. In this paper we1q‘
define a semisimple abelian tensor category O w of certain highest weight
Ã wD modules with nonnegative integral central charge. We prove that O is
a semisimple abelian tensor category. Indeed this category consists of
exactly all the representations of the vertex algebra W with nonnega-1q‘
w xtive integral central charges FKRW . Based on our tensor product decom-$ Ãposition theorem in category O and relations between gl and D, anq
$
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explicit tensor product decomposition in the category O w is presented. We
Ãremark that a similarly defined category of D modules with nonpositive
integral central charge will not be a semisimple tensor category.
Ž .Let us explain in more detail. In the case of positive resp. negative
pŽ . pŽ .integral central charges, we will need N pairs of fermions b z , c z
Ž pŽ . pŽ ..resp. bosonic ghosts b z , g z , p s 1, . . . , N. We will use bold letters
when we want to treat both cases at the same time. For instance, we use
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..b z resp. c z to represent either b z or b z resp. c z or g z .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Denote by F resp. F the Fock space of a pair of fields b z , c zq y
Ž Ž . Ž ..resp. b z , g z . Now take N pairs of bc fields and consider the tensor$
mNproduct F , namely, the Fock space of N pairs of bc fields. Lie algebras gl"
Ž . mNand gl N acting on F naturally commute with each other and form a"
Ž . Ž .dual pair. The action of gl N can be lifted to an action of GL N . Then$
mNŽ Ž . .with respect to the commuting actions of the dual pair GL N , gl , F"
Ž wdecomposes into a direct sum of irreducible isotypic subspaces cf. F1,
x .FKRW, KR2 ; see Section 3 for notation :
F mN s V m L L l ,Ž .Ž .[" l "
NlgPq
Ž .where V is the irreducible highest weight GL N module of highestl $
Ž Ž ..weight l, and L L l is the irreducible gl module with highest" N " $
Ž . Ž Ž . .weight L l and central charge "N. We often write GL N , gl as"$ $
mNŽ Ž . < .GL N , gl to emphasize that the action of gl on F has centralcs" N "
charge "N. Keeping the obvious isomorphism between F mM m F mN and" "
F mŽMqN . in mind, we see that the following two dual pairs act on the same"
Fock space F mŽMqN .,"
$
<GL M q N , glŽ .Ž cs" ŽMqN . /
› x
$ $
< <GL M = GL N , gl [ gl ,Ž . Ž .Ž cs" ŽM . cs" ŽN . /
where inclusions of Lie groupsralgebras are shown by the arrows. Thus
w xthese two dual pairs form a seesaw pair Ku, H2 . A consequence of a
seesaw pair will be a duality among the branching rules corresponding to
the two inclusions of Lie groupsralgebras.
Note that the irreducible objects in categories O are precisely those"$
mN Ž .irreducible gl modules which appear in the decomposition of F N g N ."
By means of the seesaw pair above, we obtain an explicit formula for a
decomposition of a tensor product of two irreducible modules in category
Ž . Ž .O resp. O into an infinite sum of irreducibles in O resp. O withq y q y
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finite multiplicities. We further show that categories O are indeed"
semisimple abelian tensor categories, and they are equivalent to each
other. Combining with Frobenius reciprocity, we prove that the tensor
Ž .category O , ( is equivalent to the tensor categories O .f "
w xFollowing KR1 , we have an injective homomorphism of Lie algebras$Ã Ãf , s g C, from D to gl such that the pullback of an irreducible quasifi-s $ Ã Ãnite gl module via f remains to be irreducible as a D module. We denotes
Ã Ã ÃŽ Ž . .by L D; k l , s the D module which is the pullback via f of theN s$ ÃŽ Ž ..N-primitive module L gl, L l , N g N. A D module of the form of aN q
Ã iŽ Ž . . w xfinite tensor product m L D; k l , s is irreducible KR1 if Ý n s N,n i i ii i
i n i Ãn g N, s / s mod Z, i / j, and l g P . We call an irreducible Di i j q
w Ãmodule of such form primitive. Our category O of D module contains all
Ãthe primitive D modules as irreducible objects. We present an explicit
formula for a tensor product decomposition of modules in O w and show
that the category O w is a semisimple abelian category.
The plan of this paper goes as follows. In Section 1 we review the Lie$
algebras gl and its quasifinite highest weight representations. We define$
the two categories O of gl modules. In Section 2 we present duality" $
Ž Ž . < .theorems of the dual pair GL N , gl with an integral centralcs" N
charge "N. In Section 3 we prove our theorem on the tensor product
decomposition in the categories O and show that O and O are" " f
equivalent semisimple abelian categories. In Section 4 we review the Lie
Ãalgebra D and describe relations between quasifinite representation the-$
wÃ Ãory of D and gl. We define a category O of D modules. In Section 5 we
prove our results on the tensor product decomposition in the category O w
and show that the category O w is a semisimple abelian tensor category.
w xWe expect that the dual pair principle H1, H2 will have many applica-
tions in the representation theory of infinite dimensional Lie algebras. Our
results can be generalized to other dual pair between a finite dimensional
Lie group and an infinite dimensional Lie algebra. We will treat this in a
future paper. We also hope our results will shed some lights on the$ Ãconstructions of Harish]Chandra modules of gl and D.
$
1. CATEGORIES O OF gl MODULES"
Ž .Let us denote by gl the Lie algebra of all matrices a with onlyi j i, jg Z
finitely many nonzero diagonals. Let weight E s j y i define a Z-prin-i j
cipal gradation gl s [ gl . Denote by n the automorphism of gl whichjjg Z $
Ž .sends E to E i, j g Z . Denote by gls gl [ CC the centrali j iq1, jq1
$
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extension given by the 2-cocycle with values in C,
w xC A , B s Tr J , A B ,Ž . Ž .
$
where J s Ý E . The Z gradation of Lie algebra gl extends to gl byjF 0 i i
letting weight C s 0. In particular, we have the triangular decomposition
$ $ $ $
gl s gl [ gl [ gl ,q 0 y
where
$ $ $
gl s gl , gl s gl [ CC."j[" 0 0
jgN
Given c g C and L g glU , we let0
l s L E , i g Z.Ž .i i i
These l s are called the labels of L. Leti
H s E y E q d C , i g Z,i i i iq1, iq1 i , 0
and
h s L H s l y l q d c, i g Z. 1Ž . Ž .i i i iq1 i , 0
$ $
Ž . Ž Ž . .Denote by L gl, L or L L if there is no ambiguity the highest weight glc c
module with highest weight L and central charge c. It is easy to see that
Ž . ŽL L is quasifinite namely, having finite dimensional graded subspacesc $
.according to the principal gradation of gl if and only if all but finitely
many h , i g Z, are zero.i
Ž .Define an automorphism n k g N byÃk
n k E s E i / j ,Ž .Ã Ž .i j iqk , jqk
n k E s E i ) 0 or i F yk , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã i i iqk , iqk
n k E s E y C yk - i F 0 , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã i i iqk , iqk
n k C s C.Ž .Ã
Ž . Ž . Ž .namely, we have n E s E i / j and n H s H . Clearly weÃ Ãk i j iqk , jqk k i iqk
have n k is the k th composition of n s n 1. One can define the automor-Ã Ã Ã$
k ykphism n of gl for k g yN to be the inverse of n .Ã Ã
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Define L g glU , j g Z, asj 0
1, for 0 - i F j,¡~L E s 4Ž . Ž .y1, for j - i F 0,j i i ¢
0, otherwise.
$ UÃDefine L g gl by0 0
Ã ÃL C s 1, L E s 0 for all i g Z,Ž . Ž .0 0 i i
$ UU Ž .and extend L from gl to gl by letting L C s 0. Thenj 0 j0
Ã ÃL s L q L , j g Z,j j 0
Ã Ž .are the fundamental weights, i.e., L H s d .j i i j
In the case that the central charge is a nonnegative integer N, we call a$
Ž .highest weight L N-primiti¤e and a gl module L L an N-primiti¤e module
Ž Ž ..if the h s cf. Eq. 1 satisfyi
h g Z k g Z , h s N. 5Ž . Ž .Ýk q k
k
$ $ $
We denote by O the category of all gl -diagonalizable, gl -locally finite glq 0 q$
modules, with N-primitive gl modules for every N g Z as all irreducibleq
objects and such that any module in O has a Jordan]Holder compositionq$
NŽ .series in terms of N-primitive gl modules N g Z . Denote by O theq q
subcategory of O consisting of those representations with central chargeq
N. Here and further a g module M is called g9-locally finite for a Lie
Ž .subalgebra g9 ; g if for any a g M, the g9 submodule U g9 a is finite
dimensional.
In the case that the central charge is a nonpositive integer yN, we call a
Ž . Ž . Ž .highest weight L to be yN -primiti¤e and L L a yN -primiti¤e module
if the h s satisfyi
h g Z if i / 0 and h s yN ; 6Ž .Ýi q i
i
< <if h / 0 and h / 0, then i y j F N. 7Ž .i j
$ $ $
Denote by O the category of all gl -diagonalizable, gl -locally finite gly 0 q$
Ž .modules, with yN -primitive gl modules for every N g Z as all irre-q
ducible objects, and such that any module in O has a Jordan]Holdery$
Ž . Ž .composition series in terms of yN -primitive gl modules N g Z .q
$
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$
Ž .Remark 1.1. In the category O , N-primitive gl-modules N g Z areq q$
exactly irreducible unitary highest weight gl modules with respect to the$
standard compact antiinvolution in gl.
$
Ž Ž . .2. DUALITY OF GL N , gl
Ž .We will first describe some Fock spaces on which the Lie algebras gl N$ $
Žand gl act on and commute with each other. For gl with positive resp.
. Ž .negative integral central charge c s N resp. c s yN , we need N pairs
Ž .of free fermions resp. bosonic ghosts . We will deal with these two cases
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .in a parallel way as follows. Let b z resp. c z represent either b z or
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..b z resp. c z or g z . Introduce
b z s b n zyn , c z s c n zyny1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ngZ ngZ
We have the commutation relations
w xc , b s c b q e b c s dm n m n n m mqn , 0e
with e s 1 for fermions and e s y1 for bosons. We define the Fock space
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..F resp. F of the fields b z and c z resp. b z and g z , generatedq y
< :by the vacuum 0 , satisfying
< : < :c 0 s b 0 s 0, n G 0.n nq1
mN Ž mN .We denote by F resp. F the Fock space of N pairs of fermionsq y
Ž .resp. bosonic ghosts .
pŽ . pŽ .Now we take N pairs of bc fields, b z , c z , p s 1, . . . , N, and
consider the corresponding Fock space F mN."
Introduce the generating series
N
iy1 yj p pE z , w ’ E z w s e :c z b w :, 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j
i , jgZ ps1
e p q z ’ e p q n zyny1 s e :c p z bq z :, p , q s 1, . . . , N ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ngZ
9Ž .
< :where the normal ordering : : means that the operators annihilating 0
are moved to the right and multiplied by ye .
Ž w x.It is well known cf., e.g., FKRW, KR2 that the operators E , i, j g Z,i j$
mNform a representation in F of the Lie algebra gl with central charge"
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p qŽ .eN; the operators e n , p, q s 1, . . . , N, n g Z, form a representation$
w xof the affine Kac]Moody algebra gl N with central charge e FF . InŽ .
p qŽ .particular the operators e [ e 0 , p, q s 1, . . . , N, form the horizon-p q$
Ž .al subalgebra gl N in gl N . One can also check directly thatŽ .
e , E s 0, p , q s 1, . . . , N , i , j g Z. 10Ž .p q i j
Ž . mNThe action of gl N on F can be easily shown to lift to an action of"
Ž . N  Ž . N < 4GL N . Let P s l s l , . . . , l g Z l G ??? G l . Denote by hq 1 N 1 N N
Ž .the diagonal matrices of the complex Lie algebra gl N . We denote by
N Ž . Ž Ž . .V l or V l when there is no ambiguity the irreducible representation
Ž .of GL N generated by a highest weight vector of highest weight l which
is fixed by the unipotent subgroup of upper triangular matrices with 1s
along diagonals. $ UNWe define a map L : P “ gl ,q q 0
l s l , . . . , l ‹ L l ,Ž . Ž .1 N q
to be
Ã ÃL l s L q ??? qL . 11Ž . Ž .q l l1 N
$ UNWe define another map L : P “ gl ,y q 0
l s l , . . . , l ‹ L l ,Ž . Ž .1 N y
to be
L l s . . . , 0, l , . . . , l ; l , . . . , l , 0, . . . , 12Ž . Ž .Ž .y pq1 N 1 p
where p s 0 if all l - 0, p s N if all l ) 0, and 1 F p - N is choseni i
such that l G 0 G l . Here the semicolon is put between the 0th andp pq1
the first slots and glU is identified with C‘ in a canonical way.0
Then we have the following duality theorems.
$
Ž Ž . < .THEOREM 2.1. With respect to the dual pair GL N , gl the modulecsN
F mN decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible isotypic spaces,q
F mN s V l m L L l 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .[q N q
NlgPq
Ž . Ž .where V l is the irreducible highest weight GL N module of highest weight
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..l and L L l see 11 for the definition of L l is the irreducibleN q q$
highest weight gl module with central charge N.
$
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w x w xTheorem 2.1 was first proved in F1 and also proved in FKRW in a
w xdifferent method. The following theorem is proved in KR2 .
$
Ž Ž . < .THEOREM 2.2. With respect to the dual pair GL N , gl the modulecsN
F mN decomposes asy
F mN s V l m L L l , 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .[y yN y
NlgPq
Ž . Ž .where V l is the irreducible highest weight GL N module of highest weight$
Ž Ž ..l and L L l is the irreducible highest weight gl module with centralyN y
Ž Ž . Ž ..charge yN see 12 for the definition of L l .y
3. EQUIVALENCE OF TENSOR CATEGORIES O AND O" f
Mq N Ž .For a given l g P M, N g N , when we restrict the irreducibleq
Mq N Ž . Ž .representation V l of GL M q N to the block-diagonal subgroup
GL M 0Ž .
,
0 GL NŽ .
Ž . Ž .which is identified with GL M = GL N , we have the following decom-
Ž . Ž .position into a direct sum of irreducible GL M = GL N modules,
Mq N V l s C l M V m mNV n , 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .[ mn
M NmgP , ngPq q
l MqN Ž . Ž . Ž .where C denotes the multiplicity in V l of the GL M = GL Nmn
M Ž . N Ž . Ž .module V m m V n m here denotes the outer tensor product .
Now we are ready to state our first main result.
$
THEOREM 3.1. The tensor product of two irreducible gl modules in cate-$
Ž .gory O resp. O can be decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible glq y
modules with finite multiplicities. More precisely, gi¤en m g P M, n g P N, andq q$
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Žconsider the irreducible gl modules L L m and L L n resp.M q N q
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ... ŽL L m and L L n with central charges M and N resp. yMyM y yN y
. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..and yN in category O resp. O cf. Eqs. 11 and 12 . Then we ha¤eq y
the decomposition
L L m m L L n s C l L L l ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .[" M " " N " m , n " ŽMqN . "
MqNlgPq
16Ž .
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l Ž . Ž Ž ..where the multiplicity C is defined as in 15 and L L l is themn " ŽMqN . "$
Ž .irreducible gl module in category O with highest weight L l and central" "
Ž .charge " M q N .
Proof. By the duality Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we have the following
decompositions:
F mŽMqN .s Mq N V l m L L l , 17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .[" " ŽMqN . "
MqNlgPq
F mM s M V m m L L m , 18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .[" " M "
MmgPq
F mN s N V n m L L n . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .[" " N "
NngPq
Obviously
F mŽMqN .s F mM m F mN. 20Ž ." " "
Ž . Ž .Due to 18 and 19 , in addition to the dual pair
$
<GL M q N , gl , 21Ž . Ž .Ž .csMqN
we have another dual pair
$ $
< <GL M = GL N , gl m gl 22Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .csM csN
acting on the same Fock space F mŽMqN .. Clearly, we have the following"
inclusion relations of Lie algebras:
$ $ $
< < <GL M = GL N ; GL M q N , gl ; gl [ gl .Ž . Ž . Ž . csMqN csM csNdiagonal
Ž . Ž . w xSo the two dual pairs 21 and 22 form a seesaw pair in the sense of Ku .
Ž . Ž .From 15 and 17 , we have the following decomposition as modules$
Ž . Ž . <over GL M = GL N = gl :cs" ŽMqN .
F mŽMqN .s C l M V m mNV n m L L l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .[ [" mn " ŽMqN . "
MqN MlgP mgPq q
NngPq
23Ž .
$
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Ž . Ž . Ž .From 18 , 19 , and 20 , we have the following decomposition of the$
mŽMqN . Ž . Ž . <Fock space F as modules over GL M = GL N = gl :cs" ŽMqN ."
F mŽMqN .s M V m mNV n m L L m m L L n .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .[" " M " " N "
MmgPq
NngPq
24Ž .
Ž . Ž .Now the theorem follows by comparing 23 with 24 .
Remark 3.1. The multiplicities C l can be computed by the combinato-mn
w xrial recipe known as Littlewood]Richardson rule M . To some extent, one$
Ž Ž . .may view the dual pair GL N , gl as some kind of K “ ‘ limit of dual
Ž Ž . Ž ..pairs GL N , gl K with a semiinfinite twist and Theorem 3.1 is a
w xconsequence of the stability for tensor product H2 , although the Lie$
Ž .algebra gl is quite different from the direct limit of gl K as K “ ‘.
$
Note that a short exact sequence of gl modules 0 “ V “ V “ V “ 01 2$
always splits if V and V are two irreducible gl modules with different1 2
central charges. Since all irreducible modules from category O areq
w xintegrable modules K , the complete reducibility holds in O . Now theq
w xcomplete reducibility in category O follows from Theorem 4.1 in KR2 .y
Combining with Theorem 3.1, we have
THEOREM 3.2. The categories O and O are semisimple abelian tensorq y
categories. Moreo¤er, we ha¤e an equi¤alence of the two tensor categories Oq
Ž Ž ..and O by letting the irreducible object L L l g O correspond to they N q q
Ž Ž .. Nirreducible object L L l g O for any N G 0 and l g P .N y y q
N Ž . ŽDenote by O the category of GL N modules which is a possiblyf
.infinite sum of finite dimensional irreducible modules. Denote by O thef
direct sum of the categories O N for all N G 0, namely, a category whosef
Ž . Nobjects consist of a direct sum of modules of GL N in O for all N G 0.f
We introduce the following tensor product ( on the category O : givenf
a module U g O M and a module V g O N, let U m V be the outer tensorf f
Ž . Ž .product of U and V which is a GL M = GL N module. We define
l.f.G LŽMqN .U ( V s ind U m V ,Ž .G LŽM .=G LŽN .
where indG W denotes the induced G module from a module W of H ; GH
Ž .consisting of all continuous functions f : G “ W satisfying f gh s
y1 Ž . l.f.h f g , h g H, g g G, and X denotes taking the locally finite vectors
in X which are by definition the vectors which lie in some finite dimen-
Ž .sional GL M q N submodule of X.
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THEOREM 3.3. We ha¤e an equi¤alence of tensor categories between$NŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..O , ( and O , m by sending V l to L gl, L l .f " N "
Proof. It suffices to prove for O by Theorem 3.2. It is clear that theq
irreducible objects in the two categories O and O are in one-to-onef "
correspondence.
Ž . Mq N Ž .Take a finite dimensional irreducible GL M q N module V l . By
Frobenius reciprocity we have
Hom Mq N V l , M V m ( N V nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .G LŽMqN .
s Hom Mq N V l , indG LŽMqN . M V m mNV nŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /G LŽMqN . G LŽM .=G LŽN .
Mq N < M Ns Hom V l , V m m V n .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G LŽM .=G LŽN .G LŽM .=G LŽN .
So we have
dim Hom Mq N V l , M V m ( N V n s C l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G LŽMqN . mn
Hence we have
M V m ( N V n s C l MqN V l .Ž . Ž . Ž .[ m , n
MqNlgPq
The tensor category O is clearly semisimple. Now the theorem follows byf
comparing with Theorem 3.1.
Remark 3.2. It follows that the category O is abelian as well. It is notf
difficult to show by using Frobenius reciprocity repeatedly that the tensor
Ž . Žproduct of n n G 2 irreducible modules in the category O and also inf
. Ž .O by Theorem 3.3 can be decomposed into an infinite direct sum of"
irreducibles with finite multiplicities. Indeed we can define a tensor
Ž .subcategory of O resp. O to be the smallest among subcategories of Of " f
Ž . Ž .resp. O consisting of the same irreducible objects as in O resp. O" f "
and closed under the finite direct sum and tensor product operations.
Although an object in such a tensor subcategory may still be an infinite
sum of irreducibles, the ``infinity'' behaves in a controlled way.
$
ykRemark 3.3. Consider the automorphism n on gl. Via pullbackÃ
N Ã NŽ .the irreducible module L Ý L in the category O becomesas1 l qaN Ã NŽ .L Ý L . The corresponding operation on O by the equivalence ofas1 l qk fa
categories as in Theorem 3.3 is given by tensoring with detmk, where det is
Ž . Ž .the one dimensional representation of GL N of highest weight 1, . . . , 1 .
$
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w Ã4. CATEGORY O OF D MODULES
Let D be the Lie algebra of regular differential operators on the circle.
The elements
ll lqkJ s yt › , l g Z , k g Z,Ž .k t q
form a basis of D. D has also another basis
Ll s yt kDl , l g Z , k g Z,k q
Ãwhere D s t› . Denote by D the central extension of D by a onet
Ždimensional center with a generator C, with commutation relations cf.
w x.KR1
r s rqst f D , t g D s t f D q s g D y f D g D q rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
qC t r f D , t sg D C , 25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where
¡ f j g j q r , r s ys G 0,Ž . Ž .Ý
r s ~ yrFjFy1C t f D , t g D s 26Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ¢
0, r q s / 0.
ÃD is often referred to as the W algebra in literature.1q‘
Letting weight J l s k and weight C s 0, define a principal gradationk
Ã ÃD s D 27Ž .[ j
jgZ
and so we have a triangular decomposition
Ã Ã Ã ÃD s D [ D [ D , 28Ž .q 0 y
where
Ã Ã ÃD s D , D s D [ CC.[" j 0 0
jg"N
s w y1 xGiven s g C, D acts naturally on the vector space t C t, t . Choose a
sq j s w y1 xbasis ¤ s t , j g Z, of the space t C t, t . Then this gives rise to aj
monomorphism of Lie algebras
f : D “ gl , s g C,s
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defined by
f t k f D s f s y j E , 29Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýs jyk , j
jgZ
w xand then a monomorphism of Lie algebras KR1
$Ã Ãf : D “ gl, s g C, 30Ž .s
defined by
Ã < <f s f if j / 0,ÃD Ds sj j
e s x y 1
x D x DÃf e s f e y C ,Ž . Ž .s s xe y 1
Ãf C s C.Ž .
Ž .Given a sequence of complex numbers j s j and a complexj jg Zq Ãnumber c, there exists a unique irreducible highest weight D module
ÃŽ .L D, j , which admits a nonzero vector ¤ such thatc j
L j¤ s 0 for k ) 0, L j¤ s j ¤ , C s cI.k j 0 j j j
The module is called quasifinite if all eigenspaces of the operator D are
Ãw x Ž .finite dimensional. It was proved in KR1 that L D, j is a quasifinitec
module if and only if the generating function
‘ nx
D x s jŽ . Ýj nn!ns0
has the form
f xŽ .
D x s ,Ž .j xe y 1
where
f x q c s p x eri x a finite sumŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i
i
Ž .for some nonzero polynomials in x such that Ý p 0 s c and r arei i i
distinct complex numbers. The numbers r are called the exponents of thisi
Ž .module, while the polynomials p x are called their multiplicities. We calli
Ã ÃŽ .an irreducible quasifinite D module L D, j primiti¤e if all multiplicitiesc
w xof its exponents are nonnegative integers FKRW . Note that a primitive
ÃD module always has a nonnegative integral central charge.
$
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w xThe following two propositions are taken from KR1 .
PROPOSITION 4.1. We ha¤e the isomorphism
Ã Ã ÃL D , j m L D , j 9 ’ L D , j q j 9Ž . Ž . Ž .c c9 cqc9
pro¤ided that no exponent of the first module is congruent mod Z to any
exponent of the second module.
$ $
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2. Let L gl, L be the irreducible highest weight gl mod-c $
Ž . Ž .ule with highest weight L s l and central charge c. L gl, L , whenj jg Z c
Ã Ãregarded as a D module ¤ia the embedding of Lie algebras f , is ans
Ã Ž .irreducible quasifinite D module with exponents s y j j g Z of multiplicity
Ž .h , where h is defined as in 1.1 .j j
$
N Ž Ž ..Given N ) 0 and l g P , L L l is the highest weight gl moduleq N q
Ž . Ž Ž . .with highest weight L l cf. 11 for L and central charge N. We willq q$Ã Ž Ž ..denote the D module L gl, L l in the sense of Proposition 4.2 byN q
Ã ÃŽ Ž . .L D; k l , s to emphasize its D-module structure. All irreducibleN
Ãquasifinite D modules which we are concerned about in this paper are
primitive and so have nonnegative integral central charges.
Ã ŽRemark 4.1. 1. Any primitive D module with central charge N N g
.Z can be realized as the form of a finite tensor productq
Ã iL D ; k l , s ,Ž .Ž .m n ii
i
where Ý n s N, n g N; s / s mod Z, i / j; li g P ni.i i i i j q
Ã ÃŽ Ž . .2. As D modules, L D; k l q l1 , s q l , l g Z, are all isomor-N
Ž . Nphic to each other, where 1 s 1, . . . , 1 g P . These are all possibleq
Ã Ã NŽ Ž . . ŽD-module isomorphisms among L D; k l , s , l g P , s g C cf.N q
w x.KR1 .
w Ã ÃWe denote by O the category of D -diagonalizable, D -locally finite0 q
Ãquasifinite D modules, with primitive modules as all irreducible objects
and such that any module in O w has a Jordan]Holder composition series
in terms of primitive modules. Modules in category O w always have
nonnegative integer central charges.
Remark 4.2. The category O w consists of exactly all representations of
the vertex algebra W with nonnegative integral central charges; cf.1q‘
w xFKRW .
ÃRemark 4.3. If we try to study a similarly defined category of D
modules with nonpositive integral central charge, we will see the complete
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reducibility fails. Indeed such a category will contain irreducible quasifinite
Ã Ã sŽ Ž . . Ž . Ž .D modules L D; k 0 , s s g C with generating functions D x sy1
Ž s x . Ž x .y e y 1 r e y 1 . However, there exists nonsplit short exact sequences
Ž w x.cf. Proposition 4.2 in W
Ã Ã0 “ L D ; k 0 , s “ M “ L D ; k 0 , s " 1 “ 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 " y1
Ãfor some D module M . Equivalently, there exist nonsplit short exact"$
sequences of gl modules with central charge y1,
$ $Ã Ã0 “ L gl, yL “ V “ L gl, yL “ 0,Ž . Ž .y1 i " y1 i"1
$ $Ãfor some gl module V , where L means the jth fundamental weight of gl." j
5. TENSOR PRODUCT DECOMPOSITION IN CATEGORY O w
Ã wTake two irreducible D modules V and V in the category O . First let1 2
Ž .us consider the simplest case when all exponents in V resp. V belong to1 2
the same congruence class mod Z. Then by Remark 4.1, we may express V1
and V in the forms2
Ã ÃV s L D ; k m , s , V s L D ; k n , t .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 M 2 N
Now we have two possibilities.
ÃŽ Ž . .First, if the congruence class of exponents in L D; k m , s does notM
ÃŽ Ž . .coincide with the one in L D; k n , t , then the tensor productN
Ã ÃL D ; k m , s m L D ; k n , tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .M N
Ã wis an irreducible D module in category O by Proposition 4.1.
ÃŽ Ž . .Second, if the congruence class of exponents in L D; k m , s coin-N
ÃŽ Ž . .cides with the one in L D; k n , t , we may assume s s t by Remark 4.1.N
Then by Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.2, we have the following tensor
Ãproduct decomposition V m V into a direct sum of irreducible D mod-1 2
w Ž Ž . .ules in category O see 15 for notation :
Ã Ã l ÃL D ; k m , s m L D ; k n , s s C L D ; k l , s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .[M N mn MqN
MqNlgPq
31Ž .
Ž .In general, let s , s , . . . resp. t , t , . . . be representatives of different1 2 1 2
Ž .mod Z congruence classes of the module V resp. V with nonnegative1 2
$
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Ž .integral central charge M resp. N . By Remark 4.1, we may write V and1
V in the forms2
Ã iV s L D ; k m , s , 32Ž .Ž .Ž .m1 m ii
i
where Ý m s M, m g Z ; mi g P m i; andi i i q q
Ã jV s L D ; k n , t , 33Ž . Ž .m ž /2 n jj
j
j n j Žwhere Ý n s N, n g Z ; l g P . We may assume by rearrangementj j j q q
.of the order of s s and t s if necessary s s t mod Z, a s 1, . . . , k, fori j a a
some k G 0. Here k s 0 would mean that none of the exponents s , s , . . .1 2
is congruent mod Z to any of the exponents t , t , . . . . In this case, the1 2
Ãtensor product V m V is an irreducible D module in O by Proposition1 2 q
4.1.
We may further assume t s s , a s 1, . . . , k, by Remark 4.1. Then wea a
have the following tensor product decomposition into a direct sum of
Ã w Ž .irreducible D modules in O according to 31 :
Ã a Ã aL D ; k m , s m L D ; k n , sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .m a n aa a
la Ã aa as C L D ; k l , s , a s 1, . . . , k . 34Ž . Ž .Ž .[ m n a
a m qna al gPq
Now we are ready to state our main result of this section.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.1. With notation as in 32 , 33 , and 34 , we ha¤e the
following decomposition of a tensor product of two modules V and V in O w1 2
into the direct sum of irreducibles in O w:
k
al
a aV m V s ??? C[ [ Ł1 2 m n½ 5
1 m qn k m qn1 1 k k as1l gP l gPq q
k
b iÃ Ã= L D ; k l , s m L D ; k m , sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .m mb m ii½
bs1 i)k
Ã jm L D ; k n , t . 35Ž . Ž .m ž /n jj 5
j)k
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Ž .Sketch of a proof. By 34 , Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, and Remark 4.1, we
have
la Ã aa aV m V s C L D ; k l , sŽ .Ž .m [ ½ 51 2 m n a
a m qna a1FaFk l gPq
Ã i Ã jm L D ; k m , s m L D ; k n , t . 36Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m m ž /m i n ji j
i)k j)k
Ž .Then it is easy to see that the right-hand side of 36 is equal to the right
ÃŽ .hand side of 35 . Each of the D modules appearing on the right-hand side
Ž . wof 35 is irreducible by Proposition 4.1 and is in category O by Remark
4.1.
Complete reducibility in category O w follows from complete reducibility
in category O w with the help of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, and Remark 4.1.
So we have proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.2. O w is a semisimple abelian tensor category.
Remark 5.1. A tensor subcategory of O w can be defined analogous to
the tensor subcategory of O defined in Remark 3.2."
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